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The Atomic Mass Unit
BRIAN W. PETLEY

Abstract-This paper reviews the evolution and realization of the
atomic mass unit and discusses prospects of replacing the prototype
kilogram by an atomic mass standard.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE DIFFICULTIES of realizing the electrical units
with an accuracy comparable to the precision achieved
in maintaining a representation of the volt with the ac Josephson effect is fueling discussion of how the prototype
kilogram might be replaced [ 11. There is already an atomic
mass unit U (and an atomic mass constant mu), and so it
is appropriate to discuss the accuracy with which the
atomic mass unit is presently realized in terms of the kilogram.
The Systkme International d’UnitCs (SI) is based on the
concept of a coherent system of units [2] but the ConfCrence GCnCrale des Poids et Mesures (CGPM) has recognized that certain “off-system’’ units would continue:
such as the hour, day, and month. These recognized “offsystem” units also include the experimentally determined
atomic mass unit and the electron volt (initially termed
equivalent volt [3]). The atomic mass unit and the electron volt (eV) are in widespread use in science and technology-in atomic energy, biology, chemistry, medicine,
and in physics. The equivalence of mass and energy, via
the Einstein equation E = mc2, which involves the speed
of light c , is so much a part of elementary particle physics
that the masses of fundamental particles are commonly
expressed in electronvolt / c 2 , or even in gigaelectronvolt!

T

11. A BRIEFHISTORYOF THE ATOMICMASS UNIT
The hydrogen atom was used by Dalton, U.K., in 1803
as a natural unit for the expression of atomic weights [4]
and his unit was also adopted by Avogadro and Carrizaro
(Italy). In 1818 Berzalo (Sweden) chose instead to use
oxygen to the arbitrary base 100 for his atomic weight
unit. Ostwald (Germany) pointed out in 1885 that more
of the elements would have essentially integral numbers
for their atomic weights if atomic weights were expressed
in terms of a scale on which the mass of oxygen was 16.
The arguments as to which was the better of the two elements to use continued for many years, but the use of I6O
gradually prevailed. The International Union of Pure and
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Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) set up the International
Commission on Atomic Weights in 1920, which was
charged to produce an internationally acceptable table of
atomic weights, based on 0 = 16, at suitable intervals.
Although the first isotopes were discovered in 1912, the
use of 0 = 16 continued straightforwardly until 1929,
when Giauque and Johnston announced their spectroscopic discovery of the isotopes of oxygen. This led to
the adoption of two atomic weight scales [5j. That used
by the chemists was based on the number 16 as representing the average mass of the oxygen atom in its natural
state ( l6O : I8O : ”0 in the ratio 506 : 1 :0.204), whereas
the physicists considered the oxygen isotope I6O as the
basic unit on their scale. The dual system of units became
increasingly inconvenient. For example, there were physical and chemical values for the Avogadro constant and
the Faraday constants which differed by some 275(10)
parts per million.
In 1960 the International Union of Pure and Applied
Physics and IUPAC agreed [6] to adopt a unified scale
which was based on the I2C isotope. The symbol U was
adopted to represent the unified atomic mass unit defined
as 1/ 12 of the mass of the I2C atom, that is,
1U

=

( 1 / 1 2 ) m a ( l Z ~ ) ,mu = ( 1 / 1 2 ) m ~ ( ~ * ~ ) ,
and mu = 1 U.

The symbol M, is used to represent relative molar mass
as well as to denote relative atomic mass, malm,. The
adoption of the unified atomic mass unit reduced the values on the earlier chemical scale by a factor 1.000 043,
and the values on the old physical scale by a factor
1.000 315. The choice of suitable isotopes to denote the
new mass unit was limited to those lying within 50 parts
per million of the old scale of chemical atomic weights so
that the extensive amount of numerical data in the chemical literature could remain essentially unchanged.
The quantity mu was initially termed the nuclidic mass
unit. The agreement after the many years of debate was
celebrated by denoting the unit by the symbol U , which
was derived from unijed-a word that is often omitted
today. The unified mass unit is sometimes referred to by
the word dalton (symbol Da). The use of the dalton is
widespread in biology and biochemistry [7], where one
might refer to a 180-dalton glucose molecule or a 55-kDa
protein. However, this name for the atomic mass unit has
not been approved by the CGPM. In any case the use in
biology is far from the lop9precision achieved in modern
mass spectrometry.
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111. THE PRESENTSITUATION
The physicists require an atomic mass scale on which
to express the masses of nuclear isotopes, and the chemists require an atomic weight scale for expressing the relative masses of the elements containing isotopes in their
natural relative abundances. From many points of view it
remains convenient to distinguish between the two types
of quantity by the terminology atomic mass and atomic
weight, but this is the subject of a continuing debate. An
important distinction is that whereas the atomic mass of
an isotope is an invariant quantity, the atomic weight of
an element is not a constant. Only 20 elements have only
one isotope that occurs in nature and consequently the relative isotopic abundances of other elements can vary from
one part of the earth to another and from one part of the
universe to another. Most atomic weights are quoted to
an accuracy of one digit in the fourth significant figure,
but there are at least 32 elements where the variation is
greater than this. Today the atomic masses of many isotopes are known to better than a part in 10'. There are
some 280 stable or near stable atomic species and five or
six times as many unstable ones. The evaluation of the
best values of the atomic masses [ 8 ] ,[9]involves considering data from more than 2000 sources.
The atomic mass of an atom ' + ; X , m , ( X ) , containing
Z electrons and protons and N neutrons is given by

agreed value for the Josephson frequency to voltage quotient 2 e / h ) , and mp/ m e , by the equation

Our present knowledge of mp,and hence m,,, therefore,
depends either on the measurement of the Avogadro constant or on the experimental realizations of the electrical
units: either directly via volt, ampere watt, and ohm, together with measurements pertaining to the fine-structure
constant, as well as via the high-field measurements of
the gyromagnetic ratio of the proton and the Faraday constant (see [ 1 13).
The atomic mass of hydrogen can be derived from experimental measurements of mass doublets. The late Lincoln Smith measured [12] 14 distinct doublet combinations of the six masses: IH, 2H, 14N, I6O, 35Cl,and 37Cl.
Direct mass comparisons with I2C may also be made. Thus
Smith used C9H&CIoH&, while Benson [13] used
CIIH&C12H:o. Given mp, m p / m u ,m p / m p ,and the electron binding energy, one can obtain the mass of 'H and
mr,. Other atoms are used as secondary atomic mass standards, for example 'H, 'H, I60, I4N, I3C, 35Cl, and 37Cl.
The CODATA 1986 recommended values of the fundamental physical constants [ l o ] show that m P / m , is
known with a standard deviation uncertainty of 0.01 parts
per million, and mu with an uncertainty of 0.6 part per
million. It is evident from (2)that if we were to dejine the
maW> = [(Zme + zmp + ~ m n +
) (E,! + ~ e ) / c ~ ] / m u volt
] in terms of an agreed value for E our knowledge of
mp would be limited by our knowledge of the fine-struc(1)
ture constant. The latter is known at present with a fracwhere E,, is the nuclear binding energy and E , is the electional accuracy of 0.045 x l o p 6 and the corresponding
tron binding energy. The electron binding energy is very
imprecision of mp would be twice this. Thus although we
small for the lighter atoms although it may approach 0.1
would get to our atomic mass unit with ten times greater
percent of the binding energy of the heavier atoms. Aside
accuracy than at present, we would still have to use the
from the stable isotopes, much of the recent research inatomic mass unit to avoid loss of accuracy in precision
terest has been in deriving more accurate atomic masses
mass spectrometry.
for nuclei which are far from stability. This is because
prediction of their nuclear properties provides stringent
V . THE ELECTRON
VOLTAND THE ATOMICMASS UNIT
tests of the increasingly sophisticated models that have
Two
sets
of
experimental
data must be merged in order
been developed during the last few years.
to derive recommended values: the atomic mass data from
IV. THE REALIZATION
OF THE ATOMICMASSUNIT
mass spectrometry, and the data concerning nuclear reaction energies [14].The latter, for example, involve yThe Avogadro constant NA relates the atomic mass unit
and the kilogram via the molar mass of 12Cand hence also ray spectroscopy and the results of these measurements
are expressed in terms of electron volts. The mass-energy
involves the mole, that is,
conversion between the two scales requires the ratio 1 U / 1
mass of "C atom
eV, where
= [molar mass of 12C]/(Avogadro constant).
1 u / 1 eV = 4 ~ ~ , ( m ~ / m ~ ) / [ ( ~ e / h ) ( m ~ / m , ) a ~ ] .
Also we have mu = M e / N A , where M e [ 111 is the stan(4)
kg mol-' [ l o ] ,and mp/mrr
dard molar mass unit =
= M ( p ) / M e , where M ( p ) is the molar mass of the proWe see from this expression that if the energies are exton.
pressed in terms of laboratory volts which are maintained
In the 1986 evaluation of the "best values" of the fun- by using an adopted value for 2 e / h the above reduces to
damental physical constants by Cohen and Taylor [ l o ] , VI
the mass of the proton was derived from the evaluated
unknowns: a and KV (where KV is the ratio of the us-muintuined volt to the volt), together with such auxiliary constants as the Rydberg constant R,, E (the 1973 CCE
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The accuracy of this quantity depends essentially on the
accuracy of CY ’.
VI. MASSMEASUREMENTS
AND THE FUNDAMENTAL
PHYSICAL
CONSTANTS
At the atomic level we mostly make measurements involving the inertial mass of a particle in vacuo, whereas
present-day laboratory determinations are made in terms
of gravitational mass, and the weighings take place in
laboratory air. Measurements to date have shown that the
equivalence of inertial and gravitational mass can be relied upon to the present levels of accuracy in mass measurement.
The present definition of the kilogram is deceptively
simple [ 101 and thereby avoids mention of whether or not
one should include the mass of any adsorbed gases, or
moisture remaining from the lavage process. International
comparisons of the various copies of the prototype kilogram are effected with an accuracy of a few parts in lo9.
The precision of the mass comparisons is some ten times
better than this; indeed, Speake and Quinn [15] are beginning to achieve lo-’’ mass discrimination in their
“fifth force” weighing experiment. Although we know
the stability of one artifact mass standard with respect to
another, we do not yet know how stable they are in an
absolute sense to much better than a part in a million-so
the reproducibility shown for the kilogram in Table I is
traditional rather than well established. The accuracy of
mass calibrations offered routinely to customers by the
various national standards laboratories is about 0.1 parts
per million at one kilogram, but is reduced to a part per
million for masses of about one gram. However, tenfold
improved calibration accuracy is available in appropriate
cases. There is a further loss of accuracy once one transfers from intercomparing platinum-iridium standards to
stainless-steel standards (brass weights are calibrated to
lesser accuracy).
The measurements of the fundamental constants have
to take account of this loss of accuracy away from the
kilogram, as also do realizations of the ampere, the volt,
and the watt. Aside from the determination of the Faraday
constant [16], which involved masses of about 5 g, the
determination of the high-field gyromagnetic ratio of the
proton by Kibble and Hunt [I71 used masses between 20
and 150 g for the Cotton balance, that of the Avogadro
constant [18] used masses between 54 g to 1 kg, and the
watt realization [19] used 1 kg. The absolute volt realization [20], involving the density of mercury, was effectively made at masses of 5 and 10 kg, for these were the
mass of mercury involved in the measurement of the density of mercury by Cook [21]. The other absolute measurements which are under development, and which are
discussed elsewhere in this conference, are also made
close to 1 kg [22].
VII. CANWE REPLACETHE PROTOTYPE
KILOGRAM?
To some extent the atomic mass unit does not have a
real existence. One could, of course, maintain a I2C atom

TABLE I
THEACCURACIES
ASSOCIATED
WITH THE REALIZATION
OF ATOMICMASS,OF
MASSCOMPARISONS,
AND OF THE VOLT
Accllrncy of ,,sage

Fractional a c c u r a c y of

rj x 10-7

-.10-9

realisation in SI units(*)

.,

10-7

Fractional accuracy with
which maintained
Accuracy of calibration,

dissemination, or use
Present best fract l o n a l
s e m i t ivi ty

(*) at the time of the 1986 CODATA evaluation.
(+) in superconducting circuits.

in an atom trap, but there is no need to do so, for the mass
is readily transferred to other atomic mass standards. For
example, one can easily transfer from the 12C atom to the
“C’ ion. The improved accuracy of the realization of the
atomic mass unit in terms of the kilogram is shown in Fig.
1. It is seen that until recently our knowledge of m,,/m,
had been making more rapid progress than our knowledge
of mu in terms of the kilogram, so that the gap had been
widening. Progress with the evaluation of m,/m, has
slowed since the doublet measurements of Lincoln Smith
in the early 19707s, and the gap has closed. The nuclidic
mass of the proton is now thought to be 1.007 276 468(7)
U (as a result of the latest, interim, mass adjustment [23]),
in place of 1.007 276 470(11) U. There is a natural pace
to metrology, which is related to that of science and technology, and one can see from the figure that if the steady
state in our knowledge of mu thus far were extrapolated,
one would expect to reach the lo-* level of accuracy
within 25 years; consequently a more rapid rate of progress must be found if we wish to hasten the replacement
of the kilogram! Meanwhile, ion traps have already been
used for measurements of the atomic masses of particles
which are far from stability [24], so it is likely that progress in relative atomic mass measurements will continue
for at least a few more decimal places, possibly to
fractional uncertainties within 25 years or so-no doubt
with exciting results.
The first generation of measurements of the Avogadro
constant pioneered by Deslattes et al. at the NBS, and
more recently by Seyfried et al. at the PTB, achieved part
per million accuracy and the second generation in progress at the NBS, PTB, and elsewhere might achieve 0.1
parts per million. This would still leave the third generation to take us to fractional accuracies of
and beyond. Formidable problems of silicon sample fabrication
and measurement would have to be solved before this accuracy could be achieved.
Ideally, the replacement of the present definition of the
kilogram by an atomic one should permit a further improvement in measurement accuracy (both for masses that
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the future; these particular effects, though, have been discovered, “undiscovered, and rediscovered [26]. Such
questions would have to be debated in depth by the global
scientific and technological community before being put
into effect and the electrical units would be used to establish and monitor the stability of the kilogram ahead of
such a decision.
The problem is not one of finding an atomic mass unit,
for we already have one, but rather in making the conversion from an atomic scale to the macroscopic world
with adequate accuracy, so that the prototype kilogram
may be replaced. The kilogram is of a convenient size for
everyday use in commerce and technology and is roughly
central between the masses of atomic particles and the
mass of the universe. It is, therefore, likely that we would
wish to retain the present size for our mass unit-even if
the definition were to be changed in favor of one based
on some type of atomic quantity.
The atomic mass unit would be known with slightly improved accuracy if we chose to change the status of one
of the electrical units, and transferred their imprecision to
the kilogram by making the latter a derived unit. Even if
such a change were accepted a separate atomic mass unit
would still be required. This situation is Iikely to continue
for the next 15 to 25 years.

1950

1960
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Fig. 1. The improved accuracy since 1929 of our knowledge of the atomic
mass unit and the relative atomic mass of the proton.

are close to the kilogram and those at atomic mass levels)
by at least an order of magnitude before it too became
obsolete. In this regard there is an important lesson to be
remembered from the krypton-86 definition of the meter.
The concept took more than a century to realize practically, yet endured for only 23 years [ 2 5 ] .We have arrived
at a very silly situation indeed if school children have to
learn a new definition each time that we fine-tune our metrology in the nth decimal place!
For the present the realizations of the electrical units
play a pivotal role in determining the accuracies with
which we know the fundamental physical constants. Thus
[19], the realization of the ampere determines e , the ohm
h / e 2 , the volt 2 e / h , and the watt determines h. It is
tempting, therefore, to replace the kilogram and the ampere with the Josephson-effect volt as a base unit, with
the impedance of free space retained as poc-the latter
would have pleased Giorgi! The precision of the present
usage of the atomic mass unit, the kilogram, and the volt
is shown in Table I. It appears from this that, unless we
are content to transfer the imprecision of the volt to the kilogram, a change of usage would be inappropriate at
present. It is possible that some other quantum phenomena might become measurable with adequate accuracymuch as the quantized Hall resistance arrived less than ten
years ago. The Josephson effects in liquid helium, for example, show us how a quantum force effect could arrive
which might be refinable as a quantum force standard in
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